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Brand
New Concept

Problem solving with Cubic series

One machine-Absolute result

Cubic4,6&7
Cubic Speed Magic

By adopting multi-spindle heads, many holes can be processed in a shot and it makes hole machining 
much more efficient. Cubic brings process integration and process optimizaiton, that significantly reduces 
machining time. The incredible machining capability of Cubic ensures significant shorter cycle times than 
machining center. 

Cubic is cutting edge hole processing machine which 
provides excellent flexibility and versatility. Its ability of 
combining processes and reducing the required amount of 
traditional machines helps to make huge cost savings. 
Cubic can not only make manpower saving possible but 
also achieve high quality products.

６heads ７heads

By using machining center By using Cubic

Machining center is usually equipped with a 
single spindle, that is unable to meet variety of 
hole machining requirements at one time, and 
for different processes, changing cutting tools 
becomes necessary, therefore, it makes longer 
cycle times. 

As picture shown above, by adopting multi- 
spindle head, multiple types of hole processing 
tasks such as drilling, tapping, rough boring and 
finish boring can be handled without changing 
cutting tools. Cubic series is able to accom-
plish hole machining tasks about 2.5 times 
faster than machining center. 

Each machine is equipped standard with 4 multi-spindle heads 
and has the option to be equipped with 6 or 7 heads.

Incredible machining capability of

Series

Drilling

Tapping

Rough boring

Reaming

Finish boring
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Cubic series is able to efficiently combine processes 
and reduce required number of conventional machines, 
which not only cuts initial cost and running cost, but 
also provides simplified and low-cost manufacturing.

MERITS OF PROCESS
INTEGRATION

Space saving Energy saving
Attachment device・
transport system

Maintainance
Manpower saving・
Robots saving Efficient space ultilization

By replacing from 3 to 6 NC 
equipment with one Cubic, up 
to 80% production space can 
be saved. SAKURAI offers the 
best produciton line planning 
and optimization.

One Cubic can replace from 3 
to 6 traditional NC equipment, 
that helps to conserve energy 
and protects environment.

Cubic can effectively reduce the 
number of attachment device or 
eliminate transportation waste. For 
example, over 80% of hydraulic 
tank, toolant tank, robots and 
gantry loader can be cut. 

Reduction on the number of line 
machines helps to decrease 
monthly and yearly maintenance 
activities. Cubic provides great 
reliability with easy to maintain 
features.

Reduction on line machines leads 
to reduction on the number of 
machine operators, that not only 
helps to sovle manpower short-
age but also save labor costs. 
The number of robots can be 
also reduced.

Compared with machining center 
line type, through process integra-
tion of Cubic, line layout can be 
optimized, that allows manufactur-
ers to save over 50% of factory floor 
space, therefore, efficient floor 
space ultilization can be achieved.

When investing a new production line, 
Cubic helps to reduce initial investment 
costs and maximize production efficiency 
right from the start. 
Cubic can also contribute to labor saving, 
efficient space ultilization and energy 
reservation.(63% factory floor space and 
66% energy can be saved. <SAKURAI 
data>)

Short delivery time

SAKURAI oversees all aspects of production through its one-stop turnkey solution. One-stop 
turnkey solution and our solid teamwork allow us to achieve high-quality production, reliable 
quality management and quick delivery.

One-stop turnkey solution and our 

solid teamwork allow us to achieve 

high-efficiency production.

Our long years' manufacturing 

know how and processing ex- 

perience allow us to reduce 

defects in manufacturing.

Double shift operation makes our 

manufacuring process earlier and 

quicker. 

The flow from received order to shipment

Received
order

Inventory
check

Production
planning

Shipping
planning Production Inspection

& Tests Shipment

M/C setting(Lateral length) Electricity consumption

��%decrease��%decrease

�units

�units

Short 
Delivery Time

Initial cost and Running cost
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According to evolving needs in various fields, 
our ability to develop cutting-edge technology 
brings products with high added value to the 
world market. Customer satisfaction is always 
our first priority.

Always Create
A New Value

We has obtained very satis- 
fying results in processing 
cylinder block, cylinder head, 
and transmission case. Our 
machine tools are the result 
of the synergy of innovative 
craftsmanship skills and 
cutting-edge technologies.

Our machine tools and lines 
are flexible enough to handle 
different production in various 
fields such as automotive and 
industrial machinery. SAKU-
RAI offers the most appropri-
ate method.

Industrial Machinery

We not only supply parts to 
construction industry but also 
design and develop machine 
tools for construction equip-
ment according to complex 
production process or special 
parts specifications. We have 
achieved excellent result in 
developing machine tools 
with originality, rigidity and 
durability.

Construction Equipment

Automobile

Our ability to develop from 
single machine tool to special- 
purpose production line sys- 
tem gives us the possibility 
to take a world with a wide 
range of products that include 
outboard motor parts, agri- 
cultural machinery parts and 
so on.

General-purpose parts

Cylinder blockTransfermission case
Processing content Drilling,Tapping, 

Reaming, RB, FB

Processing surface Joint face, Cover face, 
Oil pan joint face

Aluminum(Equivalent to ADC12)

Side cover

Cylinder lower block

Differential carrierOil pan

Cylinder head

We demonstrate our ability 
to develop machine tools with 
great flexibility and offer high 
value added products and 
services to motorcycle indus- 
try across the world, which 
has brought SAKURAI an 
excellent reputation in the 
world market.

Motorcycle

Multi-spindle head・Various fields

Material

Processing content Drilling,Tapping, 
Reaming, RB, FB

Processing surface Cover face,Exhaust joint 
face,Piston hole face

Gray cast iron or 
Aluminum(Equivalent to ADC12)

Material

Processing content Drilling,Tapping, 
Reaming, RB, FB, 
Side cutting

Processing surface Joint face,Front&Rear 
face,Oil pan joint 
face,Pump joint face
Gray cast iron or 
Aluminum(Equivalent to ADC12)

Material

Processing content Drilling,Tapping, 
Reaming, RB, FB

Processing surface Joint face

Gray cast iron or 
Aluminum(Equivalent to ADC12)

Material

Processing content Drilling,Tapping, 
Reaming

Processing surface Joint face

Aluminum(Equivalent to ADC12)Material

Processing content Drilling, Reaming, RB, 
FB

Processing surface Joint face

Cast iron(FC250, FCD450)Material

Processing content Drilling,Tapping, 
Reaming, RB, FB, 
Side cutting

Processing surface Joint face, Cover face

Ductile cast iron or 
Aluminum(Equivalent to ADC12)

Material

Multi-spindle head・Machining results
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Cubic series has won international recognition 
and will continue to evolve with the times.
It has been 30 years since the first model of 
Cubic was developed. To respond to the needs 
of high speed and compact size, various options 
are provided. SAKURAI continues to meet expec-
tations of customers.

SAKURAI,Japan
Boasts to the world

Structure of Cubic will keep evolving

Each Cubic is equipped 
standard with AHC(Auto-
matic Head Changer), which 
allows Cubic to switch its 
heads at high speed auto- 
matically according to the 
process.

The "Chip to Chip" time is 
only 4.5 seconds, although 
each head is weighting in 
about 300kg with tooling. 
The head switching speed 
has been 2.5 times faster 
than the first model and it 
will continue to be improved.

High Speed 
Head Changer

Cubic has the option to be 
equipped with 6 or 7 heads 
through AHC on the top of 
the machine which can be 
also used as AHS(Automat-
ic Head Stocker), therefore, 
AHS not only helps to 
accommodate various work- 
piece models but also 
brings production flexibili-
ty.

Our original multi-spindle 
heads are the result of 
cutting edge technology and 
innovative craftmanship, that 
gaurrantees high quality 
production and accuracy. 
We have a track re- cord of 
mounting 50 spindles into 
one head.

Our high speed spindle en- 
hances high-speed, rigidity 
and accuracy to finally re- 
duce machining time and 
down time. The spindle 
speed is up to 12,000rpm 
(1,600rpm for tapping). 
We make the most of our 
originality.

The body of Cubic is stan- 
dardized with design of 
great originality. Over 30 
years of proven track record, 
it has showed reliability.

While having incredible 
machining capability, Cubic 
achieves a compact body, 
that helps to save factory 
floor space. (The body size 
is almost equivalent to 
#40 machining center)

Machine bed is designed 
to be easily removed partly 
on both sides, therefore, it 
is easy to arrange Cubic 
to customers' line layout 
or line concept. After pro- 
duction of one workpiece 
model ends, Cubic can be 
easily arranged to another 
mass production line.

It is convenient to equip 
Cubic with devices and 
the IoT can connect those 
devices equipped with iden- 
tification, communication 
and processing capabili-
ties. The IoT intelligent 
systems enable remote 
control and rapid response 
to manufacturing detects.

Although Cubic owns great-
er processing capability 
than conventional machin-
ing center, its energy con- 
sumption is almost same as 
#40 machining center or 
even less. Cubic is eco- 
friendly equipment which 
reduces running cost for 
manufacturers in long term.

High Speed 
Rotation

Standardized
 Body

A compact 
Body Design

Flexible Structure 
of Machine Bed

Control Device Energy Saving

Series

Evolution of Head to Head switching speed

Released Cubic

Released
Cubic Speed Magic

Antetype

Ti
m
e(
se
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世界が認める次世代への提案として、Cubicシリーズは
時代と共に進化し続けます。
初期開発から３０年。時代に寄り添い、高速化・小ス
ペース化などオプション仕様を増やし、これまでもこれか
らもSAKURAIはお客様のご期待に応えます。

SAKURAI,Japan
Boasts to the world

According to customers' budget, planning 
and factory environment, SAKURAI offers 
various specifications and options. We 
continue to meet expectation of customers.

Various specifications 
and options

3WAY(FMC type)Cubic(Basic configuration) Transfer line

Over 30 years of proven track 
record, standard Cubic has 
showed reliability. Our ability to 
develop cutting-edge technology 
continues to bring products with 
high added value. SAKURAI will 
keep evolving with the times.

3WAY can be considered as 
FMC which consists of three 
units of Cubic. Three advanced 
head changers are of T-like 
allocation around automatic pallet 
changer on which three index 
tables are installed, therefore, two 
sided machining can be complet-
ed in one chucking. ３WAY has the 
machining capacity which is 
equivalent to about 12 units of 
conventional MC. In addition, it 
can also help to eliminate transpor-
tation waste on the factory floor. 

Transfer line can be a combination 
of several units of Cubic sequential 
arranged, that efficiently combine 
processes and reduce required 
number of conventional machines. 
It can sometimes replace half of 
conventional machining center on 
a mass production line. By combin-
ing processes such as machining 
and measuring, transfer line can 
increase productivity and improve 
precision. Transfer line can be also 
developed by making use of both 
Cubic and machining center.

Options

Automatic Head Stocker Cutting Tool Breakage Detector Transportation System

with robot

Index Jig

Control Device

ReamerTapping toolsDrilling tools

Boring tools Side cutter Cleaning tools

A-axis index table B-axis index table Shift unit type
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